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OZZIE ROBERTS

Winged victory
WWII female pilots getting long-overdue recognition
By Ozzie Roberts
UNION-TRIBUNE STAFF WRITER

2:00 a.m. August 30, 2009
At 88, Vivian Eddy still rails loudly about the
disbanding of the WASP (Women Airforce
Service Pilots). It was a program through which
she and more than 1,000 other women made a
lasting if little-mentioned mark on World War II
and U.S. combat aviation.
“I thought it was the nastiest thing they (Army
Air Forces officials) could have done to us,”
Eddy says while receiving visitors at her home
in Coronado. “They fired us. They gave our
jobs to Air Force men who didn't want to go
overseas. I would have gone overseas in a
minute — I was a (heck of) a good fighter pilot.”
Joyce Secciani, at home in El Cajon, is calmer
on the subject. But despite a fading memory, at
87 she still shares Vivian's passion for the
WASP and her disappointment with its demise.
She, like Vivian, was one of the 1,102 women
who flew in the all-volunteer program between
1942 and 1944.
“All of us felt bad to lose (our flying jobs) — all
of us wanted to keep up our ability to fly,”
Secciani says. Because they knew that with
prevailing chauvinistic attitudes, there would be
no pilots' work for them in the civilian realm.
But a small triumph has been wrought for the
legacy of the WASP. Last month, , President
Barack Obama signed into law a bill that
awards the Congressional Gold Medal to
Women Airforce Service Pilots.
The award — Congress' highest civilian honor
— recognizes the women's contributions during
the war, and a Capitol celebration, including
individual medal presentations to surviving
WASPs, is being planned.
Author Amy Goodpaster Strebe, who has
become almost obsessed with getting WASP
pilots a fair representation in history, is visiting
and talking up the award with Eddy and Secciani.
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For Joyce Secciani, who used to dream about flying, it was as if it
was in their blood. And being part of the WASP during World War
ll was an ideal way for them to do what they loved most. (Laura
Embry / Union-Tribune) -

Goodpaster Strebe, a native San Diegan, became an avid supporter while
doing her research a couple of years ago on her recently published book —
“Flying For Her Country” — which reports the history of the WASP program.
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The pilots, she says, were much more than the first women to fly American
military aircraft. They did everything their male counterparts did except fly in
combat.
They risked their lives, some — 38 of them — even gave them up. And in the
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end, amid a lot of politics, they were unceremoniously dismissed and kept a
secret in classified archival files for more than 35 years.
Goodpaster Strebe joined support organizations, such as Texas-based
Wingtip-to-Wingtip Association, which is dedicated to preserving the WASP
legacy and spearheaded a national campaign that led to the congressional
medal.
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For Vivian Eddy, who used to
dream about flying, it was as if it
was in their blood. And being part
of the WASP during World War ll
was an ideal way for them to do
what they loved most. (Laura
Embry / Union-Tribune)

She has met and talked with dozens of surviving WASP members around the
country.
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“Knowing what I now know about the WASP and meeting them,” she says,
“made me want to get the word out about them.”
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But now she sits near a table, gripped by Secciani's calm recounting of
walking away from a fiery crash landing in her hometown of El Centro nearly
70 years ago.
“The ship skidded on the runway and the engine started sputtering,” Secciani
says. “I was anxious when I saw the plane catching on fire, but I'd always had
faith in planes and the guys who were taking care of them. So I always felt
confident that I was going to get out safely.
“I loved flying,” she adds. “I used to dream of just stretching my arms out and
flying.”

Joyce Secciani also expressed
her love of flying through her art
talent, sculpting and bronzing
wooden figurines of a WASP pilot.
(Laura Embry / Union-Tribune)

She says that love and fearlessness made her sign up without hesitation for
the WASP when she heard about the program in January 1943.
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“We all just wanted to fly,” she says wistfully.
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Eddy recalls that she was two WASP classes behind Secciani and they didn't
meet until six years ago, when they got together to compare pictures and
other memorabilia.
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Eddy agrees eagerly that all the WASP pilots wanted to do was fly — “not so
much prove anything to anybody, but just fly.”
“When I was in fourth grade, my granddad took me to an air show and I saw
women flying in the show — that got me hooked.”
Eddy was a WASP ferry pilot, who crisscrossed the country at least nine
times, flying fighter planes from their manufacturers in Los Angeles to air
bases in Newark, N.J., and Great Falls, Mont.
“I could fly any plane the (Air Force) had,” she says, before noting that after
the war, the closest to a professional flying job she could get was as a
stewardess with one of the major carriers.
“They knew I could fly their planes,” she says. “But they wouldn't let me,
because they said it wasn't right for women to fly (professionally). Isn't that
terrible?”
Shortly before her visit ends, Goodpaster Strebe notes that researchers figure
there are only maybe about 300 WASP survivors left and it will be most
appropriate for them to get the congressional medal and the recognition after
so long.
Says Eddy, softening: “It's nice to finally be recognized — it's never too late.”

Vivian Eddy, shown coming out of
a Bell P-63 Kingcobra, received
an American Campaign Medal,
awarded to the WASP in 1977.
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